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Abstract
© 2016,Econjournals.  All  rights  reserved.Evolutionary  development  of  economic  systems
demonstrates the cyclical nature in time. In such a case these cyclical fluctuations comprise all
facets of  economic relations,starting from the production sector  and ending the sphere of
services,focused on ensuring the interaction effectiveness of economic relations. As the modern
world experience shows the cyclical dynamics has a number of its individual features depending
on a wide range of factors,such as the type of economic system (planned or market),market
type,forms and methods of state or other effects on the regulation of cycles within smoothing
process,etc. The knowledge of these factors,the nature of their origin and the impact on the
long-term cyclical fluctuations is not a trivial  matter and requires a comprehensive system
analysis,based on a synthesis and a dialectic of the established approaches.
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